The following candidates are provisionally allotted to UNION BANK OF INDIA by the IBPS for the post of Personnel Officer (Scale-I)
under CRP SPL-VII & CRP SPL-VIII.
The provisional offer of appointment has been sent to the correspondence address of the candidates provided by them in their on-line
application form submitted to the IBPS.
These candidates are required to report on 20.05.2019 for completion of pre-recruitment formalities including medical examination
at the following address:
UNION BANK BHAVAN
8TH FLOOR, HRD
239, VIDHAN BHAVAN MARG
NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI
MAHARASHTRA - 400021
Phone No. - 022 - 22896240
List of documents to be carried while reporting for completion of formalities are as under:
* 10 Photographs (as uploaded on the IBPS Online Application)
* Address Proof
* PAN Card
* All original Certificates/ Documents in support of eligibility (Educational Qualification/Experience/Disability/Ex-service men)
* Latest Caste Certificate in the prescribed and notified format (if applicable) which is also available on Bank's website
Upon successful completion of recruitment formalities and being found medically fit in the pre-recruitment medical examination,
candidates will be required to undergo 2 weeks on the job training at the above given address which will commence from 24.06.2019.
The final place of posting will be decided after completion of training.
If any candidate fails to report on the given date at the aforesaid reporting office or fails to join on the prescribed date, it will be
deemed that he/ she is not interested in taking up the offer of appointment extended by the Bank and it will automatically stand
cancelled.
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The List of the candidates who will be Reporting to the above mentioned Ofiice is reproduced as under:
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Roll No.
1841001184
2881003081
2641007349
1481007766
2551004697
1981000414
1731000186
2611000998
1741000227
1851005582
1841001373

Mr./Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Ms.
Ms.

Full Name
MANJEET KUMAR
SAIKAT SEN
BALLA RAMYA KRISHNA
SHRUTI GUPTA
SUDHARSAN RAVI
BEJOY BERNARD
DINESH KUMAR KAUNDAL
BHAVEESH SANDEEP
BHAVNA GAUTAM
INDU P R
PRIYANKA KACHHAP
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